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successfully brought under control on the Chinese mainland. Mass hysteria gradually easing, the

Chen Dongfan was awed by the majesty of New York. In 2011,
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By early Spring of 2021, the novel Coronavirus pandemic spreading throughout the globe had been

after residing there temporarily, the artist became adamant he

order of daily life progressively began to return to normal. It was at just this moment that long-time

would stay there for the long term. Three years having since

New York resident Chinese artist Chen Dongfan returned to Hangzhou. Following a period spent

passed, he had managed to integrate himself into the New York

temporarily in quarantine, the artist would arrange the first installment of the staged retrospective

art scene. Looking back over the decades, individuals of Chinese

exhibition Rhythm, taking place in Hangzhou’s OōEli complex and becoming the first solo exhibition

descent have always continued to come and go from New York,

by an artist to appear in the field at the start of the new year — its Chinese title Breathe (huxi) a

amongst whom we find not lacking a number of contemporary

metaphorical allusion, presenting the viewer with a multitude of potential allegories — breathe, the

Chinese art legends: Yuan Yunsheng, Ai Weiwei, Xu Bing, Xie

very motion of vapors. In classical philosophical perspectives, breath was considered the means for

Deqing, Chen Danqing, Ma Kelu… Yet although this might be

a soul to regulate the body and commune with the world outside; its control also being a mode of

the case, in this context - these artists having always had to

ascetic discipline. “Anapanasati” as expounded by the Buddha refers to the manner in which ascetic

compete with adversity, influencing explicitly their development

adepts employ breathing practice to bring them to a state of complete fulfillment; breath also being

- even the present-day generation has proved unable to alter

a subtle prompt to us when taken in a social context, inciting that we contemplate whether or not art

these uncomfortable circumstances. Given at present it is still

might constitute a similar force, capable both of guarding and rejuvenating the soul.

seldom we find much interaction between generations and that

ties between individuals are loose at best, needless to say there
has never emerged anything like an artistic collective of real
influence. Relatively speaking therefore, Chen Dongfan can

be considered a most proactive presence. Due to his outgoing,
amiable nature, he has come to be surrounded by a great

number of friends, allowing for him to have come gradually

to function as a conduit of sorts connecting various circles. It

gladdens him to enact this role, its having both enriched and

added poignancy to his creative life in New York. Simultaneously,
the liberal, open atmosphere of New York has stimulated Chen
Dongfan’s practice; carrying him forward in professional life.

In August 2018, The Song of Dragon and Flower would come to

constitute something of a miniature climax in the artist’s career.
Traversing the streets of Manhattan’s Chinatown, the artist

created a mural of 61 meters in total length along the length of
Doyers Street, a painted work spanning an area of some 4800
square feet. The work’s color palette, constituent brushstrokes
and symbolism became freely enmeshed with the quotidian
space, unveiling poetic, spontaneous animism, developing

an arresting, transient urban spectacle. Public art has been

One series featured in the exhibition Rhythm assumes a special

a consistent presence in the mechanisms of Chen Dongfan’s

significance, exhibiting certain historic undercurrents linking

practice, as well as having proved important as an inroad to his

Chen Dongfan to OōEli. In summer 2014, Italian architect Renzo

acquiring broader following. This being said, through the course

Piano finished work on the design for OōEli and construction

of these years spent living in New York, the artist’s easel-based

was getting underway; Chen Dongfan himself having also

painting has also developed to manifest a variety of styles, the

just been invited to create a mural for the complex. Upon the

fruits of which we witnessed in part presented in the exhibition

artist’s visiting to survey the site, the blueprints the architect had

Rhythm.

prepared came to pique his interest. Taking the structure of a

roofline as reflected in the blueprints, he proceeded to produce
a series of paintings consisting of colored geometric forms, his

Chen Dongfan is not one to pale to engage in experimentation. This has functioned to expand the compass of his practical

area. Chen Dongfan has described his inspiration for the series

categorization detract from the true complexity of a given entity, in order to discourse to the viewer upon the work presented in

mechanisms, at the same time as it has added difficulty to any attempts at researching or explaining his work. Albeit all modes of

intention being to display the project in the complex’s courtyard

Rhythm, teasing from within this certain more well-defined, practical trajectories is a necessity. From the perspective of the evolution

as follows: “I wanted - romantically - to respond to my own

of Chen Dongfan’s painting, the present text attempts to introduce the mechanisms of the artist’s practice, proposing from these the

experience of the OōEli site and imagined myself transformed

existence of the following duality, namely, his practice’s manifesting by way both of project-based fixtures and more autonomously. The

into a bird, flying off into future skies looking down on the scene

present text also takes as its basis the idea of “spirit" (ling) - a notion here inhered with various connotations - further establishing links

of the finished structure, one within which innumerable colored rooftops drew my gaze.” Albeit

between the artist's painted works. The notion of “spirit” in the first instance works to foreground vital forces present in Chen Dongfan’s

the artist did complete work on Rooftop (2014), regrettably it was not possible for the fixture to be

oeuvre, forcers reflected also in the processes of its evolution, thus shedding light on both the determined and undetermined qualities

realized. In addition, the date for completing construction on the OōEli complex was also subject

in the artist’s painting. From this, the notion of spirit further communicates a certain animistic quality present in the artist’s work. Via

to repeat postponement up until its relatively recent inauguration. It was fortunately given the

contemplation and ritual during the creative process, Chen Dongfan transforms his own potentials into the essence of painting. In what

opportunity the solo exhibition Rhythm that in the end, it was possible to re-realize Rooftop. This

follows, I will comment also on two further trajectories in the artist’s practice, one being the emphasis placed on depicting a sense

vicissitudinous narrative has itself also in turn become part and parcel to the work. Deserving of

of image particular to a painted subject, coupled with the narrativity of the content expressed. The second trajectory takes plasticity

attention is the fact that the work is itself not minimalist, given that in minimalism, the guiding force

as a point of departure, foregrounding the two-dimensionality of painting and from this a striving to attain expressive tension in a

of the producer’s orientations regarding the viewer’s understanding of a work is effaced. Here on

painting’s surface, the results wandering between expressive and abstract styles.

the contrary in Rooftop, Chen Dongfan placed great emphasis on his subjective intent. The artist’s

standpoints, poetics and narrative, are implicit in the dermis of the works’ apparent minimalism; at
2014, the artist departed for New York where he would make a new start.
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the same time representing a conclusion in a phase of his practice. On the night before Halloween

Half a Man(2017) represents an important case in point for the study of trajectories present in

Chen Dongfan’s practice. Looking back on certain milestones in the artist’s practice of recent years,

Im a g

es

when it comes to the first of the aforementioned practical trajectories. The choice of subject matter

as serious political and human rights crises exploded across America. The Trump administration's

16

in light of the various potentialities inherent in this series, it can be seen as an inception of sorts

having fallen out of public opinion and with protest movements for black rights stirred up by

and medium for each work in the series has its specific rationale; each object of reference being

,S

the George Floyd incident disrupting social order, conflicts of race and a deeper-rooted class

converted into a vivid visual. According to the artist’s statements, he is particularly fond of the

struggle spiraled without end. Chen Dongfan and his family had already elected to

salmon pink base pigment from the piece “Financial Times”. He discovered the newspapers used in

quarantine at home by this time; the home-space thus coming also to function as

r
to

this series in a corner of his apartment block lobby, volumes which having been left unclaimed were

his studio. From March through to August 2020, the artist managed to maintain an

ie s

thus abandoned. The papers continued to accrue progressively with the passage of time and Chen

exceptional level of productivity. Counter to what one might expect, the limitations

Dongfan ultimately elected to transfer them to his studio, thinking that at some point he might use

placed on his activities gave him more time for both reflective and practical work.

ag es
of Im

them for painting. At a point a little farther on in time, he came upon the subject of the rag doll,

During his time in quarantine, Chen Dongfan shifted the focus of his practice toward

traceable to the inspiration the artist found in the work of Mike Kelley, a figure with whose artistic

the bonds connecting individuals, society and art; his narrative painterly language

career Chen Dongfan identifies a considerable resonance. Mike Kelley frequently deployed the

expressing personal sentiments and social realities. As of Posters (2020), the style

ragdoll motif in his work as a critique of issues relating to class, gender and pop culture. The artist’s

of Chen Dongfan’s work had begun to express certain changes. The series was a

suicide was particularly moving for Chen Dongfan, his proceeding thus to make Half a Manin

response to the New York authorities’ plea to citizens to “STAY HOME”. The series has

solemn tribute to Mike Kelley’s own Ah… Youth recording a large volume of abandoned rag doll

a graphic, poster-like style with the frame also becoming a component of each piece.

portraits reflecting in the standard format of an ID card photograph.

The work is both profoundly narrative at the same time as it is symbolic. The naivety
of its forms and flattened blocks of color bring a visual appeal different from other

series. It was Posters that required the longest time for the artist to produce whilst he

It goes without saying that in Chen Dongfan’s work this motif is

redeveloped in accordance with the artist’s own manner of painting.

was in quarantine. He worked continuously on the series from spring through to the beginning of fall

something unique bearing in it also a latent sense of concept. The

terms of form. The titles of the works are explicitly literary and the correspondence between text and

and as a result, it bears influences from other series; the latter pieces appearing richer and freer in

The organic union of toy portrait and the Financial Times results in

image brings a further level of interest to the work. The qualities found in Posters extend naturally

paintings’ deeply hued backgrounds suggest that what we see is in

into Forgotten Letters (2020). As the latter series already adequately develops on these qualities,

fact a psychological scenario. The images are wily yet amiable and

nothing further needs to be remarked here.

are thus most magnetic. Having originated in the artist’s imagination
they are not mere facsimiles of real objects. The images are a

manifestation of Chen Dongfan’s subconscious, bearing within them

The Forgotten Letter series is named after the Chinese paper; jianzhi, typically used for letter

The series incorporates a number of animal masks all of which are

yet in Forgotten Letters he used these writing papers to allude to the individual; a reference to

writting for the work. In Half a Man, the artist used newsprint to connect with a social context;

also signals of the artist’s inner longing for interpersonal harmony.

the difficulties of persons living abroad away from home. Chen Dongfan has described the series

pointedly personified. Typically, when considered from a human

as follows: “They are letters written by way of a painterly language, letters whose destinations

standpoint, images of animals manifest as characterizations of

are unknown, the same as is true of their recipients. They are an impotent resistance to myself,

natural alterity. Good and evil, honesty and deceit, deftness and

expressing feelings I would like to relate yet also wish to conceal.” Forgotten Letters is a series

idiocy, all seem as if to emerge from amid these deific countenances. Yet once these animals/

composed of over a hundred individual paintings whose subjects are albeit manifold can be

beasts are depicted in the manner of playthings, the psychological resonances the toys themselves

summarized in terms of several basic themes: the pandemic, race and the political climate, along

stimulate of itself heightens the intimate quality of the image, thus garnering the viewer’s empathy.

with the artist’s own sentiments towards these. The figures depicted in the works develop further the

Rendering such a variety of roles in this naive manner transmits the artist’s magnanimity and

naivety of form seen in previous series. In the process of conceiving this body of work, all possible

receptiveness for the human; the doll-like forms depicted having themselves now become a motif

forms are given a new lease of life via the aegis of the artist’s subconscious. Humankind, wild beasts,

often encountered in the artist’s work. On top of this, as the paintings are painted on a newsprint

angels, demons, colored by emotion, from amid the brushstrokes all come spontaneously to life,

base, the viewer can vaguely discern the presence of text and image through the brushstrokes in

brought ultimately to their final form by way of combined imagination and judgment. The manner

thinner layers of pigment. This ambiguous information not only enriches the layering and materiality

of painting tends towards a certain flatness where light and shadow are drastically simplified, thus

of the painting but also augments them with a sense of profound mysteriousness. When he chose

requiring color take the burden of conveying form. It is quite plain to see how Forgotten Letters

newsprint as a support for these paintings of lost items, Chen Dongfan consciously selected sheets

further develops on the forms characteristic of Posters; the artist’s signature in the works itself also

of an interesting nature; each remarkable piece of old news allowing

takes on a graphic quality, thus becoming an important constituent of the painting’s structure. From

the viewer to glimpse in the recesses of the piece an enlivened social

this perspective, rather than say that Chen Dongfan has taken the pop lexicon, directing attention

context. Stories occurring during the era of Trump’s presidency for

toward himself, more precisely one might remark that these letter-paintings are more a form of an

instance. It is for this reason specifically that the artist chose to

autobiographical image. The relationship between text and image is in Forgotten Letters made quite

suspend the works in mid-air, allowing the exhibition to appear more

plain to see. In this series the artist sees the title of the work itself as an important component in the

in the manner of a painted installation, at once also heightening the

making process, frequently appropriating the titles of movies, works of literature or music to his own

works' materiality. Ingeniously, where we find white tapes in the works

works. The relationship of these fragments to what is depicted often creates a sort of dissonance, a

it reminds us of their fragility. These tapes are the result of the artist’s

vague form of inductiveness. The word's applied meaning and resonances create a deep-set, mutual

having employed white Chinese paper (xuanzhi) to repair tears in

correspondence with the painted image. Via the title of a work or otherwise summary investigation

the paper. This fragility resonates also with the artist’s chosen human

of its origin, the viewer might experience its inward, more complex significance. The surrealist artist

subject. Beginning with Half a Man, Chen Dongfan began to work

Rene Magritte once expressed his opinion on the titling of paintings along the following lines, "The

more in series. Working in series requires a great deal of concentrated

titles of pictures are not explanations and pictures are not illustrations of titles. The relationship

time and effort and the artist refers to the process as his “chores”;

between title and picture is poetic(…)” Chen Dongfan and Magritte seem to arrive at a mutual

prolonged contemplation and industry imbuing the process with a sense of rituality, something more

agreement on this point. The artist uses a hyper-link like method in order to achieve the poeticism

pronounced in his recent projects. All in all, Half a Man can be viewed as exhibiting three things:

to which his predecessor referred, the structure of text and image arrived at proffering the painting

naive imagery, double-sidedness and the ritualization of the painting act itself.

considerable leeway for exegesis. When the “title” is ascribed the role of a caption assuming a

conspicuous position within the frame of the painting, it inevitably leads the viewer to speculate on

Posters, Forgotten Letters and Story are series that together constitute the Pandemic Trilogy, a body

and the hysteria the virus produced had already started to spread across the globe at the same time
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of work the artist completed in New York whilst confined to his home. At the start of 2020, COVID-19

and read further into the meaning of the work, rather than stopping at the appreciation of simple
visual appeal.

made a bet with a friend, Ernest Hemingway wrote the following six

also by Joseph Campbell in his work The Power of Myth, namely that dreams

18

Story (2020) is a response to a literary legend. In the 1920s, having

are private mythologies and myths communal dreams. This kind of dually

words: “For sale: baby shoes, never worn,” the phrase becoming albeit

structured image appeared also in Chen Dongfan’s Half a Man series, the

the shortest novel he would write during the course of his literary

painted contents of which forged links with the newsprint of their other side.

career nevertheless one that would provide its readers endless cause

Chen Dongfan’s further usage of this back-front structure in the double-

for thought. Chen Dongfan states that this provided him with a

stimulus to begin the Story series. Compared with Forgotten Letters,
Story moves to further refine the relationship between image and
text, the paintings’ which compose the series evincing a double-

Wanderin

Pain and Glory (2017) takes “near death”
and expresses this as“sublime,” a sublime

from within which the splendor of images

g

layered, superimposed structurality of the surface. Taken in from

sided paintings imbues it with a manifest conceptual quality.

be

the perspective of their production, rather than term them doubled

paintings, it would be better put to say they are pregnant; that their

tween Expre
ssion &

dual components are bound in a kind of fecundity, even merging
from time to time. In these works, words come to constitute an

important visual structure, albeit in all instances it remains succinct,

a subtitle of sorts. During the inception of a painted image, the role
of words is that of a companion who joins in along the way. Given

cursory directions, a piece of naming software was used to produce
at random an array of options for a title. According to his own

inclinations, from these, the artist then selected for each work those

which seemed to him most magnetic. For him, this kind of magnetism
is hard to put into words. Albeit words themselves are not capable
fully of describing a painting’s content, nevertheless they lead him

Ab
straction

to an unexpected result. Just as forms and colors are permeated by

words, engendering new significances accordingly, this also is the fate
of the artwork. Albeit the painter too will frequently find themselves
constrained by circumstance, they must at the same time be able to

move beyond control and what there is they understand in order to

is in a process of being erased by hue

and brushstroke. Albeit a human form

can still be clearly discerned, its outlines

when contrasted with the galloping rhythm of brushstrokes across the work’s surface appears

incredibly faint. Albeit the work is of a massive size, when the viewer observes it from afar, the

outline and dynamism of the figure appear in focus, should one move in more closely, the abstract

quality of the work only gathers potency as distance is closed in. From the work’s details, the viewer
gathers a sense of material allure in painting and feels an intense sense of power, alight in its

coloration and brushstrokes. A strong calligraphic quality unites brushstroke with palette, at once

both hue and stroke, both stroke and hue. Intense contrasts of color intermesh to create a sensation
of optical vibration. At the moment the animated painted detail catches the viewer’s attention,
abstract reflection begins to displace observation of the image itself, the consciousness drawn

forth by an intriguingly psychedelic, complex metaphysical world. As it happens, the resonances of
such a manifestation resonate strongly with the subject of the painted work itself, that is to say the

state at which in an instant spirit and flesh separate. The flesh spent, the spirit pushes forth from its

limits flourishing and self-sufficient. We cannot be sure of the exact appearance of the lying figure
depicted in the painting. They float in an ambiguous space; the viewer unable to discern from the

background any other trace of their existence. The lines and hues surrounding this figure generate

catalyze their creativity. The titles codified generation gives a sense of mystery. This being so, when

an endless variety of unfettered, energetic forms; a mass of heterogenous energies seemingly

Chen Dongfan sets parameters for his work, relying on such naming software and the words they

corresponding with the earth. All this might bring to mind the dazzling mysteriousness of the soul,

provide to complete a painting, the painting process also is imbued with mystic logic, something

this or perhaps Lev Tolstoy’s incisive musing that life is a void and death the only truth — death

akin to a “medium” between artist and artwork. This would seem to hinge on the theory of artistic

becoming a form of existential sublimation, carrying with it its own purpose. Death is the end of all

production as a form of magic, something which some would hold as truth, namely in that creativity

evil, the erasure of nothingness; a preparation for the rebirth of the spirit. In this sense, death no

is of itself a form of mystic summoning. As we can see from these “daily chores” having continued for

longer represents an existential terminus but instead opens a new window. Having experienced

some half a year or so, at the same time it is clear to see how in his deep concentration the artist was

all manner of adversity in the mortal world, the life of the spirit will ultimately detach from the

able to produce a huge volume of paintings; this process itself imbuing the act of painting with a

constraints of the flesh, proffering a liberation of the spirit and from this enter into a perfect,

pronounced ritualistic quality.

emancipated world.

The Double Sided Paintings series (2019-2021) manifests precisely as its name would state; the

The painting’s non-rectilinearity might lead the viewer to suppose the format was one consciously

which the viewer would appreciate a painting. To observe the original work is worlds away from

improvisation, something itself which is always extemporaneous. The moment the artist applies

manner in which its constituent images are combined working to alter the conventional manner in

determined by the artist. However, as it happens this is not so, the work itself was the product of

viewing its facsimile and we will always be unable to lay eyes on both recto and verso images

the brush he has no particular template in mind. The borders of the work do not present a limit for

simultaneously. As a result, the viewer must out of necessity move around the work in order to

the creative impulse; imagination being extended and attaining completion by way of materials

take in the information transmitted via the painting’s surface, thus necessitating a time sequential

and their combination. The work of itself thus assumes the form of a

of viewing. In a certain sense, the works more closely resemble sculpture, this or perhaps a film

collage. This seems to necessitate that the painting becomes a form

consisting of only two frames and requiring manual projection. Of course, such a mode of manual

of ritual via which to occupy space by way of imagination, this rather

projection would depend entirely on the intentional movement of the viewing subject. The double

than being but the result of content accrued given to the limits of a set

sided image arises from a means of production based on poles; considering which from the point

format. In this work, Chen Dongfan manages to clinch the moment in

of view of the artist’s practice being the way to understanding these. On one side of the canvas,

which spirit and flesh part ways, the colors and shapes surrounding

we are able to see an autonomist scrawl of free associations produced via the suppression of

the figure unveiling an animate force. We can find similar forms also

conscious determination. Prior to beginning a work’s production, the artist would not prepare a

in the work of shaman-painter Guo Fengyi. In her work, the colors

preliminary sketch, nor would there be any real attention paid to the final result. He would begin

and forms encircling the body are concerned with vital force, energies

to paint “immersed in thought”; a given work’s content tending to develop given to imaginative

and a profound mystery that is difficult to put into terms. In Chen

associations or otherwise by way of being repeatedly effaced then reborn in a continual stream of

Dongfan’s work, the potency of hue is raised to a trembling extreme,

consciousness. It is for this reason any images or narratives present in the work remain somewhat

the colossal scale of the piece and the theme of “near-death-

ambiguous. From this, on the other side of the canvas, the artist would attempt to locate images and

ness” only further developing its sense of ambiance. The work thus

narratives present in the “dream” of its opposite face - a painting produced subconsciously, at the

expresses a form of the “sublime”, permitting which, death transcends something merely tragic or

we come to realize what’s really being explored in Double Sided Paintings is the implicit connection

The forms and colors arrayed in the work’s background not only explicitly manifest the decorative

same time describing a myth or legend from antiquity which seemed to resonate with this. From this
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between dreams (the subconscious) and myth; reflecting by way of the visual arts a notion discussed

joyous. The accretion of abstract elements in Pain and Glory can be clearly observed by the viewer.
quality of the surface; they also exhibit the dynamism of the brushstroke. These things all denote the

of painting, its coloration, the forms depicted, and the painting’s brushstrokes along with other

formal elements of the discipline in themselves come to constitute themes the artist pursues through

especially to an artist like Chen Dongfan whose practice proceeds along various trajectories
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formal start of Chen Dongfan’s experiments in abstraction. Following this, the two-dimensionality

simultaneously, the paths he following in working frequently presenting instances of reciprocity or
divergence, thus corroborating the self-consistence of the practical system.

practice, abstract human forms beginning to appear gradually upon the work’s surface. From

expression through to abstraction, Chen Dongfan’s paintings have evolved to express a rich variety

Among Chen Dongfan’s abstract works, the Untitled series (2021) is a pole. The large-scale

Wide and Secret Place (2018), The Song of Dragon and Flower (2018), Summer Electronics (2019)…

in the creation. The artist has injected the space of the giant, black backdrop of the pieces with an

stages along this trajectory. However, Chen Dongfan is not an abstract expressionist and his aim

endurance to achieve. Untitled represents a complete, new start for Chen Dongfan following his

effect an endless wandering between expression and abstraction in his practical trajectories, often

noble intent to paint during the long period of his self-isolation at home would receive a complete

of distinct guises amongst which we find a large number of particular crucial works, for example, A

paintings’ rich layering and intersecting brushstrokes invite the viewer into the artist’s immersion

As well as the monochrome works in the exhibition Sanctuary, all of which have constituted climatic

abundance of spiritual energy, something which certainly required a definite amount’s physical

lies not in achieving works possessed of pure abstraction. The degree of his autonomy functions to

return to Hangzhou. His new environment stimulating his creative urge, the accrual of the artist's

expressing the two in mutually balanced imagery.

release. He splattered oil

The Landscape series (2020) reflects the notions of “Wandering” and “Balance” as reflected in Chen

colossal canvas support. The busy

place in the works is reinforced, their brushstrokes forcefulness at the same time being lessened due

to form larger blocks of hue,

stylistic trajectory in his work. Speaking only however with reference to the paintings themselves,

in a viscous state between chaos

Vague geometric forms bring to mind galactic visions or transparencies showing bacterial cultures.

viewing experience disintegrates,

art history. In Chen Dongfan’s hands, however, the landscape is not a landscape as such, but

no one color dominates the

sanguine and pleasing to the eye, the same as can be said of the economical manner of their titling.

make more conservative viewers

them. The viewer can immerse themselves in the decorative quality of the work, appreciating the

accustomed to the appreciation of

calls to mind Van Gogh sitting in his rocking chair, delivering to the viewer a palpable sense of

these kinds of traditional strictures

formal evolution in “Representative-Abstract” terms, Landscape might not perhaps be considered

hands of the abstract expressionist

pigments with abandon across a

Dongfan’s practice, at the same time reflecting a certain expressive reductiveness. The sense of

array of colors weaving together

to their reduced format. One might even go as far to say they infringe upon an altogether different

leaving the surface of the work

they are quite self-consistent. The abstract scenes depicted in the works resemble surreal landscapes.

and stimulation. The conventional

Abstraction and landscape are maintained in close relation, something we experience throughout

classical “modishness” disappears,

rather a kind of transcendent setting from a spirit world. Everything to be found within the works is

picture plane. This will certainly

In the presence of these works, one can almost imagine the serene state of the artist as he created

uncomfortable. They are

rhythms engendered by their color palette, forms and brushstrokes. The character of these works

a harmonious palette, given that

contented elation. At the same time, however, as far as concerns any investigation or exegesis of this

were not given up even in the

an entirely fitting case in point.

seditionists; they may even be
traced back to impressionism,

the classical arts, even the murals

Considering the artist’s work to date, movement between figuration and

abstractness is perhaps most immediately manifest in his large-scale work.

of ancient Greece and Rome. Yet in Chen Dongfan’s Untitled, harmony is out of sight, or rather, it

degree of immersion in the working process, utilizing his whole body in the

all manner of hues pitted equally against one another in the skirmish, all filled with visual tension.

painting awe-inspiring in its forcefulness as a result. In Chen Dongfan’s New

which constitute the Untitled series, they appear similar to Jackson Pollock’s. I myself believe that

evolution. Studies from Chinese Mythology (2019) in maintaining a formal

goals remain quite far from those of abstract expressionism, his not being a painter so fond of either

play. In the Dark Forest series (2019), calligraphic qualities are elevated

closer to what intellectually he aspires to. Chen Dongfan has stated that in the making process he

appears via other means. The works’ oblong formats resemble scenes from a chaotic battle; with

act of painting to bring such large scale works to completion; the finished

Taken from the perspective of the visual structure attained by way of the brushstrokes of the works

York exhibition Sanctuary we find fitting illustrations of the aforementioned

Chen Dongfan and this young master must have some kind of psychic connection. Nevertheless, his

basis proceeds to bring the role of brushstroke to the full in expressive

tragedy or of fame. In fact, quite the opposite, an aesthetics of “broken-down graffiti” is rather

to a new, freer level; the image itself being jettisoned to the brushstrokes

employs numerous “destructions” as a means to accrue the layers and details of a work, attempting

g:
tin
Pain

The format of these works is for him a welcome challenge, allowing a greater

intertwining, forming a forest of metaphor. The Art of Fugue (2020) then

goes on to employ a colossal canvas, the gigantic support manifesting the

malleability of two-dimensional space. As one passes by the works, one can

sense resonances between their abstract elements, drawing from them a level of sensory pleasure to

the influence of street aesthetics in the artist’s work, imbuing his abstract painting with greater

contemporaneity. It can be appreciated from Chen Dongfan’s practical trajectories that painting

As

as perfectly expressed in the exhibition Sanctuary, albeit the works were completed more or less
around the same time, even if are not expansive in the sense of other, key turning points. Most
explicit is that, compared to other forms of painting, abstraction is

no longer possessed with the quality of the avant-garde and came

Chen Dongfan left America to return to China in January of 2021. Having arrived in Shanghai,

from some time ago to be but another moment in the art historical

he began his two weeks of quarantine life at a hotel. During this time in solitude, without thinking

canon. Hence being that for painters working today, abstraction in

he started using the plasticine he’d brought with him from New York to diffuse his ups and downs.

itself is not a goal, but rather a form of language. It is only that more

Inspiration arose as if from nowhere and it was in the forms of this clay he was fermenting the

often than not, practice and discourse require a sense of development

beginnings of a new direction, proceeding to make a series of works the forms of which rested

for reference. As it happens, so far as painters are concerned,

between painting and sculpture. As far as concerns the origins of these works, Chen Dongfan

the abstract expressionists who in the past created pinnacles of
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paths of abstraction according to their own requirements. This applies

effacing brushstrokes of the work, stark contrasts of color, localized spattering, all manifest

has a vitality of its own and that each stage in his oeuvre bears within it new potential. Moreover, he
Fa
has maintained throughout an independent awareness of his work.
te
and
Spirit

hearing a symphony. We can appreciate in each case the linear logic of “Expression-Abstraction”

abstraction included, each moves and places their work along the

via this process to achieve a perceptual richness of stimuli and consistency in the work. The mutually

remarks as follows: “Painting is possessed of its own awareness, something which at times one calls

a form of experience, at other times inspiration; yet more often than not it is a complicity of the two.
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I feel that a painter is like a medium, decreed to paint, to do the crazy things as their duty.”
Nameless bodies born of hand.
Colors their skin,
Spirit too,

Gorgeous and flowing.
Gazes fall on them,

Tempers moved by hue.
Yet I wish to know,

Can they breathe?

Nameless bodies born not of nature,

But the deepest recess of the painter’s conscious,
The spirit,

The painter’s own.
God’s having used clay to create humans is a story circulated in multiple versions across the globe.

Nvwa (2021) presents human forms in a both lively and peculiar

their own blood; according to Greek mythology, the gods took earth and fire from within the earth,

is a brave move on behalf of the artist. Looked at objectively,

In New Zealand’s mythology, people were created by “Tiki”, the sky spirit, using red earth and

guise. Taking these unlikely forms and declaring them as human

assigning Prometheus the task of creating humans instilling them with his qualities and wisdom.

the forms’ appearance does not resemble humans as they

Yet in ancient China, that Nvwa “turned earth into humans” is regarded as a historic fact. Forlorn

exist in reality. They are imagined phantoms arising from a

at the desolation of the earth, she made clay effigies on the basis of her own form. When the wind

subjective world. This isn’t of course really all that rare should

blew upon these effigies, they acquired breath, thus acquiring the name “human”. Regarding the

one look at modern art, for instance, Constantin Brancusi,

significance of myth, in Mircea Eliade’s Traité d'histoire des religions, it is noted that regardless of

Alberto Giacometti, Henry Moore… The human form given to

what the innate qualities of myth might be when it comes to the actions either of divine or worldly

the aegis of an individual’s experience is a most important subject in modern art. Quite different

say that myth offers a precedent expressing reality in its entirety. It is thus plain to see that all

far more resembles the methods of a surrealist painter, proceeding by way of random “experiment”

persons and their instincts toward their environment, it provides a precedent, a model. We might

however to any too deeply contemplated mode of operation, Chen Dongfan’s deftness in sculpture

mythologies express realities that transcend any experience or reason. Chen Dongfan’s work here

to stimulate the freeing of the imagination, taking this as a means to permit the painting’s content

offers a symbolic reflection on the myth of humankind’s creation. By way of this ritual, he takes the

appear gradually under the aegises of the subconscious. During the creation process, the artist

“eternal moment” of divine temporality and brings this into worldly continuity, in the hope that at

began to fool around with clay without any real goal in mind, maintaining an element of chance

the beginning of 2021, a time at which the global pandemic has still yet to come to a close, it will be

within the state of his imagery, then proceeding to develop on this unpredictability of result, right

possible to start a brand-new human history free from taint or sickness.

up until textured detail remains in all areas of a work. Upon using 3D printing technology to scan,

enlarge then reprint these fist-sized clay mock-ups, animated, spontaneous sculptures appear as a

result, albeit for Chen Dongfan himself this is but a point of departure for the real painting itself. He
has previously described his feelings towards these works as follows: “Standing before these empty
shells, I felt that painting might somehow be able to proffer them a soul. I also firmly believe that as

a painter, encroaching on something pure, a divine light will come, one which I strive for constantly.”

One might well therefore, deduce that these works are indeed painterly sculptures, or just as equally
sculptural paintings. A sculpture devoid of hue is for him in no way dissimilar to a foundation for
painting. Following their uneven surfaces, he proceeded to complete one after another of these

vivid, liberally colored abstract paintings. For the artist, at the same time, this method of painting

presented him with particular difficulties, it also impelled him to embrace a new challenge. Drawing
on his inspirations and fervor, the artist completed these works from outside his own comfort zone.

The production process for Nvwa is colored strongly with a sense of spiritualism, the clay sculptures
being the result of automatism, a means by which to stimulate the imagination. The painting on the
other hand arises from meditation, the interwoven manner in which it is painted heavily imbued
with a certain shamanistic rituality, proffering the subject of the series Nvwa a certain mythical

allure. Chen Dongfan has described his relationship to painting in the following way: “The distance
between me and painting is not a divide of body.” By way of such an idealized turn of phrase, what
it is the artist delimits is a symbiosis between painting and spirit, that painting is for the spirit; the

spirit for painting. Simultaneously, it is possible for us to discover through the progression of Chen
Dongfan’s practice the synchronicity between the work and its context, something I will refer to in

terms of painting’s “fate”. We will discover upon reviewing the various series referred to through the
course of this text that - starting from Rooftop - this kind of fated-ness has come to be entwined

with his practice. Furthermore, each of Chen Dongfan’s pieces bears within it his experience of and

reflections on life. As a result, to look at them is akin to reading the artist’s memoirs. No one can do
as much but be moved by the sum and total of it all…
Painting has spirit!
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